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What can be done? We must risk mortality and decay.
—Yuji Agematsu
One of the distinguishing features of Agematsu’s singular art he has been producing in New York for more than
30 years is that in it the gap separating the activity of collecting things from that of making art has collapsed
once and for all. What brings the two together, what makes one equal to the other is the primacy of intense and
focused observation.
What, then, are we to make of an archive which goes in reverse, or of an exhibition which accelerates its demise?
What are we to think of an art work in conflict with self-importance, including the self-importance endemic to
art and preservation? How are we to understand an artist whose work consists almost exclusively of small acts
of neglect; someone who almost always makes the same thing and yet never repeats himself, to whom his own
work, honed on the tiniest details, becomes pleasantly incomprehensible and has the tendency to dissolve upon
seeing it, so that only a few hours after encountering it, one can barely remember the ephemeral matter of which
it was made?
…
One of life’s hardest jobs, it turns out, is to make a quick understanding slow. When we began, I was
omniscient, and interested in opinion rather than creation. I had forgotten, I suppose, a terrifying thing I warn
others against—measly palliatives. My slogan was, “No amount of assertion will make an ounce of art,” but I
forgot it. Too much of a temptation to get in the first critical word, I guess. Don’t get me wrong, I like trying out
ideas on his work, but I am suspicious of how quickly they come. For every darkened thought on capitalism,
comes another in love with the way our lives are grinding the earth to a halt, or still another about the
distinctions we make between what is and isn’t animate. Thinking hasn’t been the problem, as it so often is; the
problem has been the number of thoughts one can pant after. Waste is of intensest significance. It is
emblematic, in some ways, for how we invest a universal subject with pet knowledge and particular anxiety. It
means and means and means, and in some hands can mean too much.
…
It must be a difficult step for any artist to decide to work with trash, to take it, with all its rigid contrivances,
folly, and lapses in taste, at all seriously. But Agematsu overthrows the genre with his free-wheeling conception,
facility, and ingenious, almost childlike, love of contradiction. Precise and superabundant, deadly serious and
ebullient, filthy and dignified, Agematsu exposes us to these opposites, and if he wishes to make something
black, to also confront beauty. He never fails to be in awe of the sense of mystery that attaches itself to the
particulars of things. It is this awe and his facility that keep this work from being yet another example of decontextualization, which received its awkward name in the late twentieth century and was a fixture of that
century’s visual culture. Burial masks decorate orthopedics’ waiting rooms, airplane propellers on display in
coffee shops—these are familiar forms of the practice of taking something from where it belongs and putting it
where it doesn’t belong, to be merely observed.
…
The traces he does leave are so faint as to be effaced altogether. Sometimes he cheats and adds a little glue, but
he never imposes his will. Found things, as Agematsu likes to say, are so much more bent than he could ever
make them. What the city delivers is never stale. It stupefies, it awes, and finally it even embarrasses one’s own
meager imagination.
Odd how matter so factual can amount to such an extraterrestrial mood. It is eerie, isn’t it, when what at first
seems incidental returns with significance. Of course, in art we expect matter, however mundane, to return
changed, and yet, specific moments of transformation, when they do appear, can still take us by surprise. I’ll
never get used to the feeling of a dead thing becoming warm and capable.
…
At the time, Agematsu shot so many photographs that he was unable to keep up with the editing, gradually gave
up trying to do so, and by the end, had stopped looking at—or processing—what he’d shot. The idea that we
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photograph to find out what something will look like photographed became, effectively, to not bother finding
out what something will look like photographed, to photograph for the sake of photographing. This is a high
stakes wager—have we so internalized what making and collecting images does to things that we no longer
need to look at them? I am tempted to count these photos a prolific chronicle of human behavior, but this gets
it backward. Agematsu is an anti-sociologist. He likes the city the way Beckett liked the circus. The city is a
backdrop, a stage for something else, something that goes unsuppressed, a posthumous vibe, the illogical
feeling that this work was made by someone who is already dead.
—Robert Snowden, Yuji Agematsu, Yale Union, exh. pamphlet, 2014
Yuji Agematsu (b. 1956, Kanagawa, Japan) lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. Agematsu studied with Tokio Hasegawa, a
member of the band Taj Mahal Travellers, and the jazz drummer and choreographer Milford Graves. He has had solo
exhibitions at Miguel Abreu Gallery (New York, 2017, 2019 & 2020), Contemporary Art Centre (Vilnius, 2019), Lulu
(Mexico City, 2019), the Power Station (Dallas, 2018), Artspeak (Vancouver, 2014), Real Fine Arts (Brooklyn, 2012 &
2014), Anthology Film Archives (New York, 2004), and TZ’Art & Co. (New York, 1994). In 2014, Agematsu mounted a large
scale exhibition at Yale Union (Portland, OR), which was accompanied by the monograph ZIP: 01–01–14…12–31–14,
published by Yale Union, Thea Westreich Wagner/Ethan Wagner Publications, and Artspeak. Agematsu was prominently
included in the 57th Carnegie International, Pittsburgh (2018), and was previously shown in Speak Lokal, Kunsthalle Zurich
(2017), Serialities, organized by Olivier Renaud-Clément, Hauser & Wirth (New York, 2017), The Keeper, curated by
Massimiliano Gioni, New Museum (New York, 2016), and Looking Back / The 7th White Columns Annual, selected by
Richard Birkett (2013). His performances have taken place at Artists Space (New York, 2022 & 2017), the Swiss Institute
(New York, 2018), and as part of the solo presentation Walk on A, B, C, organized by Jay Sanders for the Whitney Museum of
American Art (New York, 2016). His work is in the permanent collections of the Whitney Museum of American Art, the Walker
Art Center, the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, the Brooklyn Museum, The Israel Museum, The Columbus Museum of Art, the
Loewe Foundation, and the Pinault Collection.
In March 2021, Agematsu mounted a solo exhibition at The Secession, Vienna featuring the full 2020 year of his well-known
zip works. The exhibition was accompanied by a catalogue with an essay by Robin Mackay. His work was on view in Greater
New York at MoMA PS1 from October 7, 2021 to April 18, 2022, and will be the subject of a two person exhibition with
Tauba Auerbach at the Clark Art Institute, opening July 16, 2022.

Peter Schjeldahl, “‘Greater New York’ Confirms Rather Than Surprises,” The New Yorker, October 18, 2021
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MOMA PS1’s survey show of New York artists could use a watchword related to “avant-garde”—
perhaps whatever the French for “sideways-garde” might be.
By Peter Schjeldahl
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Still from “The Good Terrorist,” by Marie Karlberg, from 2021.
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xactly one artist really enthralled me: the Japanese-born Yuji Agematsu,
who, since the mid-nineties, has fashioned tiny sculptures from detritus
that he comes across in New York’s streets. Three hundred and sixty-six of
these, displayed on shelves in twelve plexiglass cases, memorialize as many
recent strolls. Typically snugged into the cellophane wrappers of packs of
cigarettes the artist has smoked, they are singly—and all together—exquisite,
achieving feats of formal and coloristic lyricism by way of used chewing gum,
scraps of fabric, metal fragments, feathers, thread, and very much whatnot. The
works convey a homing instinct for beauty in the humblest of materials, and in
the most democratic of citizenly activities: walking in the city. It’s easy to
imagine them as monuments, thirty or so feet high, when you lean in to behold
them from low angles. There’s inarguably a political vibe about Agematsu’s
activity, but it’s one that is subsumed by personal devotion. The suggestion of
an underfoot Utopia is here and now, requiring no reformation of other people’s
attitudes. The works stand in contrast to many in the show that at least seem to
toil backward from rote concluding sentiments, to the detriment of unforced
pleasure.
A peculiar highlight, harshly disrupting the show’s occasional airs of would-be
subversion, is a looped hour-long �lm by the Swedish artist Marie Karlberg,
“The Good Terrorist” (2021), derived from a 1985 novel by Doris Lessing.
Squatting in a high-rise New York apartment, ultra-left radicals debate
planting a bomb, sure to harm innocents, as a way to dramatize their cause.
Some are fanatical, others hesitant. We learn toward the end that the bomb has
detonated prematurely, killing the woman who was assigned to place it, in
addition to some unlucky bystanders. Hysteria erupts at the squat, shattering
the radicals’ comity. Both the actors and the production are de�antly
amateurish in a way that, if you go with it, invests intimacy in a talky script.
The characters’ discordant emotions sink in, even when appalling. The scenario
unfolds casually on the way to seeming nightmarishly plausible. The work is a
fable without a moral, evincing Lessing’s uncanny comprehension of twisted
humanity. The �delity of Karlberg and her cast to the integrity of the tale
rattles and absorbs. How it be�ts a show marked by decidedly non-homicidal
dissatisfactions hangs in the air. You won’t forget it, wish as you might to do so.
The political is more important than the artistic. Using art to advance causes
isn’t bad; it simply surrenders independent initiative, always a fragile aﬀair, to
overbearing powers of worldly argument. There’s an ethical heft in the sacri�ce,
shaming mere aestheticism. I can’t defend my wish for autonomous experience
in the face of concerns that acknowledge the real suﬀering of real people. But I
�nd myself clinging to instances of creativity that eschew rhetoric. At PS1,
some very odd sculptures by the young American Kristi Cavataro stumble
toward bliss. Gamily geometric con�gurations of colorful stained glass are
mounted on walls or stand knee-high on the �oor. There’s a whiﬀ of nostalgia
for Art Deco, but the pieces are subject to unprecedented ingenuities of form
and mysterious pressures of feeling. Only the artist’s desire justi�es them.
Full disclosure: this is vaccinated me speaking, art-starved during my ongoing
exile from the city since 2019, when my wife and I had to retreat upstate after a
�re in our apartment building (still under repair). We thus missed New York’s
share in the pandemic, its summer of protests, and �rsthand contact with

Full disclosure: this is vaccinated me speaking, art-starved during my ongoing
exile from the city since 2019, when my wife and I had to retreat upstate after a
�re in our apartment building (still under repair). We thus missed New York’s
share in the pandemic, its summer of protests, and �rsthand contact with
fellow-culturati. Now my pent-up craving for gratuitous transcendence
disgruntles me at the PS1 show. I want a reëngagement with art history that
speaks to personal drives rather than to programmatic discontents. The show’s
neo-Surrealists and abstractionists are too miscellaneous and hermetic to do
more than gesture in a compensatory direction.

Installation view of “Greater New York.”

Photograph courtesy MOMA PS1

Must ideology de�ne us? Can we demur from one extreme without implicitly
being lumped in with its opposite? The art world has become an aviary of
miners’ canaries in this respect; there is a near-certainty, whatever you do, of
oﬀending—or, anyway, disappointing—somebody. The PS1 show takes what
has seemed the safest position, one that identi�es cultural legitimacy with
obeisance to supposedly unexceptionable opinions. The introductory text
asserts that “we must push against colonial borders and address Indigenous
geographies.” Who, pray tell, is this mighty “we”? Strong, historically grounded
works of authentic complaint by the Seneca artist G. Peter Jemison prove
plenty entitled to the �rst-person plural. Beyond that, however, the curators’
presumption of in-group prerogative edits not the panoply of current art but
the makeup of its audience. (Don’t like it? Get lost.) Can we do better by
accepting art’s limits as a force in the world?
“Poetry makes nothing happen,” W. H. Auden observed, but life without
poetry is apt to be pretty bleak. How about basing value in joy and letting
agreement and disagreement see to themselves? In the short term, seeking
disapproval, as “The Good Terrorist” does, would seem to be the most availing
escape hatch to freedom. Only doing things that one is not supposed to do and
saying things that one is not supposed to say promise relief from a climate of
stagnating sensibility. Being disreputable beckons. Open up. Reinstate
surprise. ♦

Yuki Higashino, “Close Up: Day After Day,” Artforum, September 2021, pp. 250–253
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Yuji Agematsu, zip: 02.15.20, mixed media in cigarette-pack cellophane wrapper, 2 1⁄2 × 2 1⁄8 × 1".
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across Japan, carving statues of Buddhist deities at each place he stayed. Largely forgoing
THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY MONK, poet, and sculptor Enku spent his life traveling
across Japan, carving statues of Buddhist deities at each place he stayed. Largely forgoing
high-quality timber, he used whatever wood was at hand, including stumps, building
scraps, and offcuts from his own carvings. He is said to have made as many as 120,000 of
his distinctively raw and rough-hewn statues, about five thousand of which survive; some,
known as koppabutsu, or “scrap-wood Buddha,” are tiny, meant to be held in the palm of
one’s hand. Enku’s engagement with the world and the substances it offers finds its
contemporary counterpart in the practice of Yuji Agematsu.
Agematsu’s zip: 01.01.2020 . . . 12.31.2020, recently shown at Vienna’s Secession in a show

one’s hand. Enku’s engagement with the world and the substances it offers finds its
contemporary counterpart in the practice of Yuji Agematsu.
Agematsu’s zip: 01.01.2020 . . . 12.31.2020, recently shown at Vienna’s Secession in a show
organized by curator Jeanette Pacher, is a suite of the artist’s now widely known sculptures
made from urban debris. For several decades, Agematsu has been taking daily walks in
New York, collecting refuse he finds on the streets (crumpled papers, broken glass, pigeon
feathers, etc.), and arranging these discoveries into minute assemblages that he fixes with
resin and inserts within the cellophane wrapper of a cigarette pack, one sculpture for each
day. He then places a month’s worth of assemblages inside wall-mounted acrylic glass
shelves, arranging the entries like days in a calendar. At Secession, there were twelve such
shelves, representing the totality of the year 2020.

Spread from Yuji Agematsu’s notebook, November 26, 2020.

Enku merged his aesthetic impulses with missionary work, aiming to provide Japan’s
remote communities with objects of worship. Thus he established an artistic persona
emulated by subsequent generations, most notably the eighteenth-century sculptor
Mokujiki. Indeed, wandering—as a mode of existence—is an important component of the
Japanese aesthetic sensibility, and not unique to Enku. It is a thread that is especially
prominent in poetry. From the twelfth-century compositions of Saigyō to the modernist
free verse of Santōka Taneda, one repeatedly encounters the figure of a poet traveling
through the country, observing and recording mundane details both natural and human
and transforming this information into succinct and concentrated poems. Consider these
lines by the eighteenth-century poet and painter Buson Yosa: “Pufferfish soup / served in a
roadside inn / that lighted a dazzling lamp.” In line with this tradition, zip: 01.01.2020 . . .

12.31.2020 contains a freestanding vitrine with notebooks in which the artist recorded the
time, weather conditions, and casual observations from his walks, as well as hand-drawn

lines by the eighteenth-century poet and painter Buson Yosa: “Pufferfish soup / served in a
roadside inn / that lighted a dazzling lamp.” In line with this tradition, zip: 01.01.2020 . . .

12.31.2020 contains a freestanding vitrine with notebooks in which the artist recorded the
time, weather conditions, and casual observations from his walks, as well as hand-drawn
maps. A typical entry reads: “Lightly clouded sky. Cold wind is blowing. The day started
with palpable sense of winter’s arrival. Dead dry leaves that turned yellow ocher are
rattling.”

Beyond the intricacy and poetry of Agematsu’s sculptures, one is struck by
how decidedly of the city they are.

At the same time, the intricacy and exactitude of Agematsu’s pieces echo a second
Japanese sculptural tradition, one diametrically opposed to Enku’s: netsuke. Netsuke are
tiny figurines originally used to secure the small cases that once hung from the sashes of
kimonos. Made from precious materials, these objects afforded an artist the opportunity to
explore an infinite variety of designs within a highly confined format, much as Agematsu’s
standardized cellophane wrappers bring consistency to his heterogeneous constructions.
Unlike the statues by Enku, which were intended for rural peasants, the exquisitely carved
netsuke were a decidedly urban form, popular among wealthy city dwellers and developed
concurrently with the rapid urbanization of Japan in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. This metropolitan association links this historical practice with the modernity
inherent to Agematsu’s output.

From left: Enku, Yakushi (Bhaishajaguru, The Buddha of Healing), 17th century, wood, 17 × 6 1⁄2 × 3 3⁄4". Dog
with shell netsuke, Japan, Edo period, 18th century, ivory, 1 5⁄8 × 1 5⁄8 × 1 5⁄8". Photo: Cleveland Museum of
Art.

Beyond the intricacy and poetry of Agematsu’s sculptures, one is struck by how decidedly

with shell netsuke, Japan, Edo period, 18th century, ivory, 1 5⁄8 × 1 5⁄8 × 1 5⁄8". Photo: Cleveland Museum of
Art.

Beyond the intricacy and poetry of Agematsu’s sculptures, one is struck by how decidedly
of the city they are. Using the lowliest and most abject materials New York has to offer, he
weaves a kaleidoscopic portrait of the city. It is a Benjaminian corpus comparable, both in
scale and in attitude, to the Paris of Eugène Atget, who photographed street corners,
shopwindows, and (appropriately) ragpickers. Agematsu’s found detritus is damaged,
cheap, and garishly colored: broken toys, candy wrappers, and other flotsam and jetsam of
consumer capitalism. Visually, his displays echo those of Claes Oldenburg (albeit extremely
compressed), especially works such as Mouse Museum, 1965–77, and Ray Gun Wing,
1969–77, wherein Oldenburg meticulously displayed his collection of self-made and found
objects in museum-style display cases.

View of “Yuji Agematsu: 2020,” 2021, Secession, Vienna. Photo: Sophie Thun.

As these seemingly incongruous and contradictory strands in Agematsu’s oeuvre indicate,
he is a great synthesizer. Following the emergence of modernism, the art history of the
twentieth century has often been propelled by non-Western artists who fused modernist
methods with their own aesthetic traditions. From Natalia Goncharova’s merger of
Futurism with Russian folk art and Fahrelnissa Zeid’s combination of geometric
abstraction with Islamic decorative art to Yukio Nakagawa’s surrealist ikebana, those
hailing from outside the so-called center have continually questioned and expanded the
aesthetic and cultural limits of artmaking. This is the lineage to which we must turn in
order to adequately understand Agematsu’s practice. He throws Benjaminian flânerie,
Minimalist-Conceptualist seriality, and mangled Pop art into the same mix with a
decidedly Japanese sculptural and poetic tradition, concocting an inimitable body of work
of singular acuity and intensity.

Yuki Higashino is an artist based in Vienna.
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Installation view: Yuji Agematsu, Times Square Times (Kodak All-Stars), Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York,
2020. Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Stephen Faught.

The orgy of artiﬁcial light and advertising causes most visitors to tilt
their heads skyward as they dri t through Times Square. Despite, or
perhaps because of this maximalist eﬀort above our heads, Yuji
Agematsu remains attuned to the peripheral drama unfolding at street
level. Over the course of four years during the mid-2000s, the artist
took hundreds of 35mm photographs during nightly walks through
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Midtown Manhattan’s most exalted intersection. The resulting images form the
basis of his third solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery. Six slide projectors
cycle through 382 images in a darkened gallery, accompanied by a looping

Midtown Manhattan’s most exalted intersection. The resulting images form the
basis of his third solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery. Six slide projectors
cycle through 382 images in a darkened gallery, accompanied by a looping
soundtrack of ﬁeld recordings of urban ambiance. Times Square Times (Kodak
All-Stars) marks the consolidation of a lesser-known part of Agematsu’s
practice. His celebrated sculptures present detritus collected during walks as
elegant fossils of a consumerist empire. As a cycle of ﬂeeting images, this work
emphasizes the visual curiosity that drives Agematsu’s decades-long
relationship with the ultimate specimen: New York City.
The pictures in this show imply a speciﬁc way of moving through the city. New
Yorkers are notoriously fast walkers, but these images demonstrate a
willingness to linger, crouch, and study ﬁlthy surfaces. Many of Agematsu’s
points of reﬂected intensity. When people appear in Agematsu s photos, the
subjects reside on the ground, and he returns to them throughout the cycle.
frame is o ten tilted and the subjects in motion. These are not portraits; the
Pieces of litter ﬂoating in puddles, manhole covers, and wet asphalt receive
people are part of the city. The same goes for the police o cers whose presence
special attention from his lens. Crosswalks are also a favorite, the reﬂective
in Times Square cannot go unnoticed. The artist does not seem to dwell on faces
white paint splitting apart like chunks of the Arctic ice pack. The scale of these
any more than he does on a plastic bag ﬂoating in brownish water. In fact, the
topographies changes with projection and the generosity of one’s imagination.
wrinkles of the discarded shopping bag read more clearly than the faces of any
Frothy liquids constitute another theme within this work, and the artist uses
people who happen to pass through the frame.
these fortuitous spills to capture the reﬂected glow of the city. Bubbles and
gritty pavement distribute the assertiveness of neon lights into a hundred tiny
points of reﬂected intensity When people appear in Agematsu’s photos the

Installation view: Yuji Agematsu, Times Square Times (Kodak All-Stars), Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York,
2020. Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Stephen Faught.

The slideshow is well-suited to a subject as dynamic as Times Square and to
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The slideshow is well-suited to a subject as dynamic as Times Square and to
The slideshow is well-suited to a subject as dynamic as Times Square and to
Agematsu’s photographic inclinations. His subjects are almost always
Agematsu’s photographic inclinations. His subjects are almost always
contingent moments— a wisp of steam emerging from a sewer, for example—
contingent moments— a wisp of steam emerging from a sewer, for example—
and so they make sense as a ﬂeeting stream of images. These are visual
and so they make sense as a ﬂeeting stream of images. These are visual
propositions for our consideration. A ter a few seconds, the carousel advances
propositions for our consideration. A ter a few seconds, the carousel advances
and a new slide drops into the projector, replacing a brief interval of darkness
and a new slide drops into the projector, replacing a brief interval of darkness
with a new picture. In one room, two projectors are installed next to each other,
with a new picture. In one room, two projectors are installed next to each other,
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Walking, Decay, Endurance
Two Year-Long Works by Yuji Agematsu
Stephanie Vella
Yuji Agematsu, 1995 & 2003, an exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery,
New York, NY, May 1–June 21, 2019.

I

nside of a plastic zip bag marked 01.06.95 in the upper corner in white pen
with small, neat hand-written numerals lies a pink, probably polyester, rosette
(the kind that decorates a pair of cheap panties) and a dead cockroach (the
big kind), supine, its legs exposed. The plastic fibers of the rosette, processed to
resemble silk, retain their pink imitation freshness. The cockroach, beginning to
dry and crumble despite its airtight plastic grave, has lost an antenna that has
sunk to the bottom of the bag. The plastic fiber flower, never alive to begin with,
will remain intact long past the span of an ordinary human life, to continue to
display its chintzy imitation liveliness. If not for its zipped-up entombment it
might now decorate a landfill or an ocean garbage patch where it would endure
for generations, its fibers interacting with human and non-human lives in unaccountable ways. The rosette, made to be stitched onto disposable fast fashion,
will out-exist us all. The cockroach, on the other hand—one lonely representative
of the hoards inhabiting the crowded New York islands—is dead and will inevitably disappear into dust. As the saying goes about the fortitude of this species,
cockroaches will outlive us all. But not this one. And not any of them in the way
that the plastic fabric flower will continue to decorate the resting place of this
specific cockroach as it steadily turns to rubble.
This plastic bag is tacked onto a metal sheet with thirty others in a tidy 6x6
grid marking the thirty-one days of January 1995, the first month in a year-long
series of artworks called ziplocs made by the artist Yuji Agematsu. Each bag is
filled with an assemblage of small items found on the artist’s daily walks through
Manhattan. The items vary: bits of bone, tile, fibers, hair, lollipop sticks, condoms, brightly colored plastics, or any other generally ignored scrap of detritus
ubiquitously spread underfoot as one navigates the city’s sidewalks. Their selec62
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tion and arrangement evoke both meticulous criminological evidence catalogued
to indict an unknown perpetrator of unknown crimes, and an archaeological
archive of fragments yet to be interpreted by researchers but are assembled in
the hopes that a future discovery might fit them together. As is also often true
of both crime evidence bags and archive drawers full of fragments, however, it
is the collector and cataloguer themselves, and the structure of their labor and
life, that appear in these assemblages.
The bags assembled onto twelve metal sheets mark a year in the life of Agematsu
and the daily repetition of his walks through the city. Yet in the objects’ temporal
variances of endurance and decay, from melancholic brevity to terrifying longevity, they mark a dizzying range of timescales and lifetimes that intersect through
happenstance and choice with Agematsu’s life. Many of the materials that he has
found and repurposed will not decay in our lifetimes, and will rather endure
far beyond our own personal finitude, perhaps even the finitude of our species.
Many might also melt, crumble, or decay into an unrecognizable heap in the
span of a few days. The monstrous and magical possibilities of transformation
in the overflowing trash heaps produced by late-capitalist human civilization
are produced in small-scale daily experiments here, as these strange, irregular,
lumpy things of disgust and beauty are catalogued with clinical neatness like
taxonomies of disaster and renewal.
In later work, Agematsu continued his daily practice of walking, collecting, and
assembling, but the formal mode of display shifted. In the zips his daily found
objects are assembled into small sculptures, each inside of a cellophane wrapper
from a pack of cigarettes. The full twelve months of 2003 were on display at the
gallery. The cellophane wrappers are arranged inside of a clear acrylic display box
with shelves. Whereas the square 6x6 grid of the earlier work seemed to resist a
visual association with ordered calendar time, in this work the packages depicting the accumulations and assemblages of a day’s walk and work are ordered in
rows of seven mimicking the typical calendar mode of display for the months
represented. The cellophane cigarette wrappers stand in disciplined calendar time,
spaced with a meticulous regularity like monuments to the ritualistic patterns of
an addict’s pack-a-day cigarette habit, visualizing the regularity and repetition
of going out for a walk to get a fix. Unlike the clinical uniformity of the ziplocs,
however, the zips are not sealed off from one another and the decaying lives,
lively mold, and plastic off-gassing are prone to move in less linear or clearly
delineated patters, a promise or a threat to undo the discrete bracketing of each
individual day. The sealed transparent display case that houses the unsealed cellophane packages housing the day’s found materials invites a more museological
or zoological mode of viewing than the evidence- or archive-like zip bags. In its
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Yuji Agematsu, zip: 03.01.03 . . . 03.31.03, 2003, mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane wrappers (31 units) on wood backed
acrylic shelf, latex paint. Photo: Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery.
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Yuji Agematsu, ziploc: 01.01.95 . . . 01.31.95, 1995, mixed media in Ziploc bags (31 units), magnets,
oil pen, on steel. Photo: Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery.

Yuji Agematsu, zip: 10.01.03 . . . 10.31.03, 2003, detail view. Photo: Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery.
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most egregious form, this mode of display positions the viewer on the other side
of sealed acrylic, where they can watch time and matter unravel and reassemble
itself, under our gaze but seemingly unimpeded by our hands. The particular
materials that Agematsu has selected and used in these works, however, completely undermine this pose of detached observation, deeply marked as they are
by human creation, consumption, and discardment.
When these daily assemblages are arranged as a recognizable calendar, a feeling surfaces of Agematsu’s walking and making as labor within a broader social
context and shared temporal frame. In turn, the social relationships of the
objects—the hair a barrette may have held back, the mouth that may have chewed
the gum or smoked the cigarette—feels contemporaneous with Agematsu’s daily
walks. Simultaneously, the continued variance of rates of decay and endurance
of the objects used in the assemblages emphasizes the ways in which our castoff trash and barely remembered lost possessions might interact, transform,
and come back as something different and potentially less benign on temporal
scales vastly different, but nonetheless overlapping, with human lives. The social
fabric of the city and social construction of time that schedules our movements
through it also overlays the inherent sociability of all of our trash: none of our
refuse disappears without it appearing somewhere else to someone else, becoming entwined in other people’s and creature’s lives.
As Marx argued, the conditions of capitalism alienate all of us who intersect with
it from ourselves, each other, and the material products of our labor. Agematsu’s
zips suggests that here on the streets of the sped up capital of global finance—
a city of extraordinary wealth pillaged and dispossessed from the circuits of
global trade and annexation, hoarded into the hands of the few—that it is also
through human littered excess, excrement, trash, ruins, and useless fragments
that we become alienated. Moving together, in syncopated steps through temporal repetitions of work weeks, daily commutes, scheduled maintenance, habit
fixes, curtain times, and opening hours, the scraps we leave behind us, like a
wake, bounce and ricochet off of our neighbor’s feet. These objects collide with
one another too, and their radically different temporalities echo through the city
with an even more jarring syncopation.

STEPHANIE VELLA is a doctoral candidate in theatre and performance
at The Graduate Center, CUNY. Her research centers on performance,
temporality, cultural exchange, and colonialism. She has previously
published work in PAJ, Theatre Survey, and New England Theatre Journal.
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Will Fenstermaker, “Yuji Agematsu,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, May 2019
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Yuji Agematsu: 1995 & 2003
by Jan Avgikos

Yuji Agematsu, zip: 04.01.03 . . . 04.30.03 (detail), 2003. Mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane wrappers
(30 units) on wood backed acrylic shelf, latex paint. wrappers, 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches each, shelving unit: 26
1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches. Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Stephen Faught.

It’s debatable if walking, in and of itself, is art. But the “idea” of
walking as art has a pedigree that stretches back to the heyday of
Conceptual art. Richard Long, Stanley Brouwn, and others, made
private walks and completed their gestures as art by presenting
documentary evidence of their actions. Brouwn once described
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walking as a dissolution into space, one in which the boundary between the
the environment and oneself is relinquished. As art, walking became an
extreme frontier of personal experience, objectiﬁed. In the early ’80s, in his
rugged performance, One Year Performance 1981-1982 (Outdoor Piece),
Tehching Hsieh took a walk in NYC that lasted a year, during which time he
lived entirely outside, without shelter or assistance. A few years later, in 1985,
Yuji Agematsu began his daily walks in NYC, which he documents with
meticulous drawings, maps, and notes. Additionally, he collects what he terms
“accidental objects” or “desirable debris.”

Yuji Agematsu, ziploc: 12.01.95 . . . 12.31.95, 1995. Mixed media in Ziploc bags (31 units), magnets, oil pen, on
steel. Ziplocs, 3 3/4 x 4 x 1/2 inches each, steel backing: 29 1/2 x 31 x 1 3/8 inches. Courtesy the artist and
Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Stephen Faught.

Agematsu began taking walks, not speciﬁcally for one reason, but as a means
to shake o the day job, to clear his mind, and to reinvigorate himself. The
walks became a daily practice, as did collecting things along the way and,
subsequently, preserving and archiving the ﬁndings. As a boy he had roamed
forests by his home in Japan and foraged insects and other interesting stu .
The impulses of childhood contributed to his methodology as an artist and his
propensity to physically engage with his environment became a means to
understand the world by quantifying it.
In this, his second exhibition at Miguel Abreu, Agematsu presents his complete
archives for two di erent years: 1995 and 2003. Objects on display include
basic maps that chart each day’s walk (for almost all the days of each of the two
years); exquisite abstract ink drawings that relate rhythmic mark-making to
his own steps along self-prescribed routes; and small notebook drawings that
record abstract shapes of objects that attract his attention. The main event,
however, are the discarded things that found their way into his possession on

his own steps along self-prescribed routes; and small notebook drawings that
record abstract shapes of objects that attract his attention. The main event,
record abstract shapes of objects that attract his attention. The main event,
however, are the discarded things that found their way into his possession on
however, are the discarded things that found their way into his possession on
one or another of his daily walks, and came to rest in hundreds and hundreds of
one or another of his daily walks, and came to rest in hundreds and hundreds of
miniature still life arrangements composed inside transparent containers.
miniature still life arrangements composed inside transparent containers.
Everything is small, yet it’s hugely overwhelming! In 1995, Agematsu
Everything is small, yet it’s hugely overwhelming! In 1995, Agematsu
organized each day’s haul in little four-inch Ziploc bags. Each month’s worth of
organized each day’s haul in little four-inch Ziploc bags. Each month’s worth of
baggies, all contents quite visible, is presented in a grid on a steel-backed wall
baggies, all contents quite visible, is presented in a grid on a steel-backed wall
unit, like a de facto calendar. In 2003, he deposited the day’s spoils in
unit, like a de facto calendar. In 2003, he deposited the day’s spoils in
cellophane wrappers slipped o cigarette boxes. These “zips,” as he refers to
cellophane wrappers slipped o cigarette boxes. These “zips,” as he refers to
them, are displayed as monthly sets in immaculate Plexiglas shelving units.
them, are displayed as monthly sets in immaculate Plexiglas shelving units.

Yuji Agematsu, zip: 04.01.03 . . . 04.30.03, 2003. Mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane wrappers (30
units) on wood backed acrylic shelf, latex paint. wrappers, 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches each, shelving unit: 26 1/2 x
34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches. Courtesy the artist and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. Photo: Stephen Faught.

The debris is funky; some of it, in the older sealed Ziploc bags, borders on
nasty. But, the presentation devices are divine. In combination, they suggest
alchemical transformation: from dross to art, from worthless to good-to-go
again. There’s little reward in dwelling on how beautifully ruinous and poignant
it all is; or in thinking about the insane amount of time and attention his stu
requires should we take the challenge to look at everything. Yet, it’s clear. The
emphasis on transparency and visibility signals to viewers that we need to deal
with the actual accumulations as a primary point of engagement. Is the onus
really on us to take it all in, piece by piece? This is weird, given that the
insigniﬁcant bits of litter that catch Agematsu’s eye are hardly worth looking at
to begin with. Most are deteriorated beyond recognition. We might marvel at
their extreme fragility, but we have to wonder—out there in the street, would

to begin with. Most are deteriorated beyond recognition. We might marvel at
their extreme fragility, but we have to wonder—out there in the street, would
we even see this detritus? Everything is insigniﬁcant. Most of it is dull, the color
of asphalt or cement or city dirt. Oh, there’s a bit of candy sucker, or a pastel
piece of discarded gum, or a snippet of a wrapper that broadcasts uorescent
color. Wouldn’t it all get screened out from our ﬁeld of vision at the level of
precognition? All the same, there is fugitive beauty in incredibly delicate details
—a little tangle of hair, a nuanced edge on a torn piece of paper. The more we
are drawn in—however incidental our looking may be—the more we register
the passage of time measured against Agematsu’s durational focus and
fortitude.
Arising from the literalness of the gleanings, there is room for metaphor. The
tsunami e ect of the detritus mirrors a sustained plunge into the dead-end
zone of the manufactured universe, and has the potential to tell dirty truths
about commodity culture, waste, and our own oblivious attitude about it all.
There’s no denying that Agematsu’s miniature still lifes can be read as
contemporary vanitas, but that doesn’t seem to be a primary agenda. In a
conversation with Phong Bui, published in the May 2017 issue of the Brooklyn
Rail, Agematsu conﬁrmed he’s “not looking for anything.” Rather, he strives to
be “consciously unconscious.” In this heightened state of sensitivity, he sees and
responds to things that are so small, so ephemeral, as to be virtually invisible.
For years, Agematsu worked in the art world—as an art handler at John Weber
Gallery, as the super for the Judd Foundation building, as an assistant to
various artists. In those jobs he was inside the art world but invisible as an
artist. Invisibility was imposed upon him and, paradoxically, it also became the
basis of his work. Agematsu’s walks constitute a singularly solitary activity, one
that goes largely unseen. Walking in the midst of a crowded environment is a
fast way to become invisible. Becoming invisible functions as a prerequisite for
receptivity to objects that, in their diminished state, also verge on becoming
invisible. The action of walking and the objects he selects compliment one
another.
In the aforementioned interview with Phong Bui, Agematsu clariﬁes, “When I
see the object I don’t have to think anything.” That’s because, as he puts it, the
materials he collects target him ﬁrst. They speak to him, and when he realizes
that, he takes the object and documents the place and time of the encounter.
Each object, then, is an index or marker of the artist’s rariﬁed receptivity and
momentary achievement of being fully present. Each walk, each object that
calls out to him, renews the possibility of expanded consciousness. However we
might process that information, indisputably, what we’re given is a picture of
freedom.

Chris Sharp, “Yuji Agematsu as ‘Primal Historian’”, Mousse Magazine, No. 67, Spring 2019, pp.54-63
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YUJI AGEMATSU AS “PRIMAL HISTORIAN”
by Chris Sharp
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Walter Benjamin would likely have been thrilled about
Yuji Agematsu’s existence and methodology.
Agematsu is an urban flaneur who scours the landscape
and collects refuse, recalling Benjamin’s beloved chiffoniers
(rag pickers), obsessively logging the time, date,
and location of each collected item in a diminished script
not dissimilar to that of the philosopher.
He is the very essence of a primal historian.
But what is a primal historian?

Mousse Magazine 67

In their introduction to Walter Benjamin’s Passagenwerk
(The Arcades Project), translators Howard Eiland and
Kevin McLaughlin observe:
“Benjamin’s intention from the first, it would seem, was to
grasp such diverse material under the general category
of Urgeschichte, signifying the ‘primal history’ of the nineteenth century… It was not the great men and celebrated
events of traditional historiography but rather the ‘refuse’
and ‘detritus’ of history, the half-concealed, variegated
traces of the daily life of ‘the collective,’ that was to be the
object of study, and with the aid of methods more akin—
above all, in their dependence on chance—to the methods
of the nineteenth-century collector of antiquities and
curiosities, or indeed to the methods of the nineteenthcentury ragpicker, than to those of the modern historian.”1

2016.02.01, PM 6:19, Bowery & Delancey St., NYC, 2016.
Courtesy the artist; The Power Station, Dallas; Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York.
Photo: Kevin Todora

“Primal history,” then, is where you least expect to find
history—in the detrital margins of the everyday, which are
precisely the margins that Yuji Agematsu continually explores and aesthetically inhabits. Walking the streets of New
York, where he has lived and worked for the past forty
years, Agematsu studies its interstices and gathers what he
finds there. If it is small enough, it goes into the cellophane sleeve of a cigarette pack, a container, or dispositif,
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which can be filled only on the day it is opened and initiated. The cigarette sleeves, which the artist calls “zips,”
are eventually gathered into a month-long calendar. Larger
items are collected and presented individually, sometimes
pinned directly to the wall or on foam core, like entomological specimens. The collected materials can be anything:
a banana peel, a CD, gum (chewed), plastic bags, packaging
materials, rope, soap, tape, batteries, objects that thwart
identification, whatever. The date, time, location (street name
and sometimes a small drawn map) of the discovery of
each item, or amalgamation thereof, is noted in a small book
in a mix of English and Japanese.

2016.02.01, PM 6:19, Bowery & Delancey St., NYC, 2016.
Courtesy the artist; The Power Station, Dallas; Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York.
Photo: Kevin Todora

Thus is there both an anthropological and an archaeological dimension to the artist’s practice, which does not necessarily concern itself with these disciplines so much as it
mimics them. This is not to say that the practice is parodic;
it is not, at all. It is, thankfully, quite personal, essentially
diaristic and existential, as, say, On Kawara’s date paintings are, never mind their historiographical character. I see
Agematsu as something of a cartographer, not as a geographical pursuit but as a form of locating—or, better, selflocating. He first began walking the streets of New York
when he moved there in the 1980s, and not long after, began
collecting materials and notating the times and locations.
Mousse Magazine 67
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“I started marking time and location because I came from
another country,” he recently said. “I wanted to organize
my lifestyle and make my own purpose.”2

2016.02.01, PM 6:19, Bowery & Delancey St., NYC, 2016.
Courtesy the artist; The Power Station, Dallas; Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York.
Photo: Kevin Todora

The creation of purpose as organizing principle is of course
the existential challenge of the collector, which Agematsu
essentially is. And yet he probably has a greater affinity to
the forensic specialist than the amasser of precious or semiprecious objects. For what the artist amasses are pieces of
evidence, traces of life, of consumption, of having lived,
of urban flotsam and jetsam, of the life of the city itself.
And it is precisely here where we loop back to Benjamin,
to Agematsu as “primal historian,” in which he becomes an
active, twenty-first-century counterpart to Benjamin’s
Arcades Project—a work that, though unfinished, could be
considered a by-product of a distinctly forensic, if literary,
methodology.
All that said, whatever humanistic or scientific discipline
might be used to frame his practice, it must be remembered that Agematsu is an artist, and the objects he “makes”
—objects that are if not authored, then coauthored by the
city; he merely finds them, like readymades—wield a rich
quotient of interpretability as well as sheer aesthetic pleasure. Indeed, what Agematsu produces, no matter how revolting its material composition may be, often possesses
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a surprising formal beauty. From the motley microcosms of
information packed into his “zips” to, say, a recuperated
plastic bag, torn, ripped, and molded by the city, the work is
presented with a natural, almost uncanny elegance and
economy. Never, for instance, would have I imagined that
a piece of dirt-encrusted tape inflected with human hair
could look so sophisticated and beautiful.
Additionally, despite the fact that the materials are ostensibly inorganic (dead), the artist manages to invest them
with a living, seemingly organic quality. Thanks to his sharp
eye, mild legerdemain, and careful framing, they come
weirdly to life. I am almost inclined to say that he gives them
a “second life,” but I’m pretty sure they were never alive
like this to begin with. As such, they are less resurrected than
alchemically transformed. And yet, no matter how long or
how closely you look at the work, it remains unfathomable
not in terms of language, or meaning, or content, but in
its richness of detail. Its history. Or primal history.

2016.02.01, PM 7:11, Bowery & Delancey St., NYC, 2016.
Courtesy the artist; The Power Station, Dallas; Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York.
Photo: Kevin Todora

Which makes Agematsu, again, a primal historian. Somebody who potentially reminds us that history may be
made or determined not only by major events, but also by
whatever you least expect—the slightest, most negligible
things, the things we might not have being paying attention to at all. Or maybe he knows something we don’t.
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Or are very reluctant to accept. Which is that, given our
addiction to progress, we are living in a state of foregone
aftermath. Which means that these are not testaments or
clues so much as tiny harbingers. Heralds of what is to
come. Either way, the work, for all its familiarity, feels just
beyond our grasp, speaking to us from distances that we
cannot or will not cover, while Yuji Agematsu can and does,
looking and kneeling down to do so.
1
2

Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin, translators’
introduction to Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), x.
Andy Battaglia, “Search and Preserve: Yuji Agematsu
Makes Monuments to Travels Near and Dear,” ARTnews, August 8, 2017, http://www.artnews.com/2017/08/
08/search-preserve-yuji-agematsu-makes-monumentsto-travels-near-and-dear/.
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2019.04.03, AM 11:34 ~ PM 12:34, on I. López Rayon between Garibaldi & Allende St. / Tepito and A. de Granadita, 2019.
Courtesy: the artist; Lulu, Mexico City; Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York
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Marking Time with Yuji Agematsu
The artist’s sculptures made of sidewalk debris are diaristic records of the city’s many lives.
By Julie Belcove

he other day, in Times Square, the artist Yuji Agematsu took a notebook and a pen from
his pants pocket. He logged the time, 12:34 �.�., and the precise location, the south side
of Forty-second Street between Broadway and Seventh Avenue, and drew a rough map. Then
something caught his eye. “That spot,” he said, pointing to the ground beside a trash can
several feet away. He crossed the sidewalk and picked up a tiny whitish object, which
resembled a used eraser. “Gum,” he declared approvingly. He dropped the wad into a
cellophane sleeve he’d removed from a pack of American Spirit cigarettes, then carefully slid
the sleeve into the empty cigarette box, and returned the package to his shirt pocket for
safekeeping.

T

Shortly after Agematsu, who is sixty-two, moved to New York from Japan, in 1980, he began
taking daily exploratory walks, picking up debris along the way to use in assemblage-style
sculptures. In 1996, he decided to incorporate his pack-a-day habit into a new project, making
a composition inside a cellophane sleeve on each expedition, a practice that has resulted in
thousands of diminutive sculptures that are diaristic records of his and the city’s lives. All three
hundred and sixty-�ve days’ worth of his 2017 “zips,” as he calls them, are on view at the �ftyseventh edition of the Carnegie International, in Pittsburgh, through March 25th. Ingrid
Schaﬀner, the show’s curator, called the works “a daily art practice, personal ritual, and way of
marking time on earth.” (They sell in monthly sets for around twenty thousand dollars.)

Art work by Yuji Agematsu / Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery

Crossing Broadway, Agematsu, who has oppy black hair, a graying beard, and glasses, noticed
akes of bright-green color scattered around a small puddle. He bent low and scraped them
up: crayon. He added them to the wrapper in his pocket and logged the location in his
notebook, which he considers part of the art project. He wrote in minuscule handwriting in a
combination of English and Japanese. Continuing north, he said, “I’m not looking at the
ground much—I just go straight. Objects are always looking at me.”
Over the years, Agematsu has developed favorite neighborhoods for scavenging: Times
Square, Herald Square, Chinatown. He described subway stations, gutters, and the sidewalk
under tra c signals or scaﬀolding as places where people toss with impunity. Desirable debris
—he prefers not to call it garbage—also collects at the edges of buildings, such as next to
Nasdaq’s tower, on Broadway, where he found some strands of plastic turf tangled amid a mass
of hair and a hunk of what can only be described as �lth. At a newsstand outside a nearby
Starbucks, he scored an M&M, its dye dissolved from the morning rain and half its shell
missing. Back in his studio, he secures the items in place inside the cellophane with drops of
resin.
Until this past summer, Agematsu, who lives with his wife in Crown Heights, had always
supported himself with a day job. He has worked as an art handler and a cleaner at galleries,
and he took care of a building in SoHo owned by the Donald Judd Foundation. Recent success
has allowed him to be a full-time artist. Earlier in the week, he’d explored Vinegar Hill, in
Brooklyn, where he was pleased to collect a dead cicada, and the South Bronx, which, he said,
“feels like the early eighties.” The East Village has lost its appeal. “It’s drastically changed.
Looks ugly.” Still, he said, shiny new condos do not deter gum-spitters. “People’s behavior
never changes,” he said. “This is a consumer society.”

Looks ugly.” Still, he said, shiny new condos do not deter gum-spitters. “People’s behavior
never changes,” he said. “This is a consumer society.”

Art work by Yuji Agematsu / Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery

Agematsu strode along the sidewalk at a fast clip. He ignored a soda-bottle cap and a Swedish
Fish wrapper. “It’s too easy to identify,” he said. “I’m interested in anonymous things.” Passersby
turned their heads when he stooped to scoop up a congealing red gummy, but they did not
stop. Only cops have ever approached him, he said: “They asked me very stupid questions
—‘What are you doing? This is art?’ ”
It had started to rain—drops smeared the ink in Agematsu’s notebook, but he just brushed
them away. Rain is helpful. “It breaks things down and makes them sticky,” he said; they
become more unrecognizable. “I like wondering what it used to be.” Outside an Old Navy, he
spotted a skinny Club cigarette with a blue stripe. “I’ve never seen one like this,” he said
excitedly. He slid it into the corner of the cellophane. Soon after, he stuck wads of gum onto
the cigarette, using a cocktail skewer that he’d brought along as a tool.
At Forty-sixth Street, Agematsu held up the day’s “zip.” It looked a little like a demented
bonsai tree. He adjusted a crumpled Hershey’s Kiss foil dangling from the top of the
cellophane like a disco ball, then straightened a long pink object of indeterminate origin. “I
think that’s it for today,” he said. “I like it.” He noted the time, 1:28 �.�., and lit a cigarette. ♦
This article appears in the print edition of the January 21, 2019, issue, with the headline “Bits and
Bobs.”
Julie Belcove, a former deputy editor of W, writes primarily about art and culture. Read more »
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On the rainy nights of February 1 and February 16, 2016, Yuji Agematsu walked an area
around the Bowery and Delancey Street in New York to capture in photographs what he has
become so keen at representing: the distinct effects of a specific time and place on objects.
Shown alongside his signature displays of meticulously collected and archived street debris, the
eponymous images in this series, “2016.02.01/16 Bowery and Delancey St,” 2016, each feature
two parallel photographs that take on a frenetic cadence evocative of the unpredictable and
emotive shifting of improvised music.
The glowing reflections of lights on wet pavement set an exuberant rhythm in a tightly cropped
framing of two manhole covers captured by the camera from a steep, sideways angle, which is
paired with a photograph that is its mirror image. In another work, a view of oncoming traffic
and the silhouette of a misshapen object is captured from a low vantage point beside an image
of the moon in a distant clearing in the clouds. On the gallery’s mezzanine, objects collected
from the same nights’ excursions are strewn about the floor; a reflective traffic barricade, a
broken umbrella, and a rusted steel pipe augment the experience of the photographs and make
their origins palpable.
In Agematsu’s lustrous topographies of the city, the specificity of this junction of streets is
rendered into kaleidoscopic moments. Tiny fragments of urban geography become
monumental, and what is normally fleeting—the clichéd vestiges of pedestrian life in New York
—is here a celebration of the rhapsody to be found in the spaces between things.

— Tabitha Piseno
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Andy Battaglia, “Search & Preserve,” ARTnews, Summer 2017, pp. 100-105
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Yuji Agematsu makes
monuments to travels
near and dear

By Andy Battaglia
Po r t r a i t b y K a t h e r i n e M c M a h o n

Yuji Agematsu photographed on February 12, 2017, in his studio
in the Dumbo neighborhood of Brooklyn, New York.
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“T

hey decide on their own comfortable positions,” Yuji
Agematsu said of the bits of detritus—candy wrappers,
rubber bands, feathers, rat bones, string—that
coalesce in his otherworldly art. “My duty is just to
help fix them in place.” Made with findings collected
on wide-eyed city strolls, the artist’s oftentimes micro-scale
sculptures double as moving monuments to decay, their materials
transfigured through reverence for their peculiar beauty.
Agematsu was in his studio on the outskirts of Brooklyn’s
Dumbo neighborhood, where boxes line the walls, each marked
with ranges of dates going back decades. Within the boxes
are the artist’s discoveries from the streets he tends to favor
around New York. These treasures are meticulously logged, first
in notebooks, where he records his daily perambulations with
hand-drawn maps, and then in archives, where they may sit for
years before assuming the status of art. As a mass, they stand in
for the history of a city as it has been built up and beaten down,
developed in certain areas and neglected in others. They keep
a record of a world of abandoned things that remains everpresent even as the particulars around it change.
On this cold winter day, with minimal piano music by Morton
Feldman hovering in the air, Agematsu was preparing for two
New York exhibitions—“Serialities,” a group show of artists given
to systematic practices at Hauser & Wirth, and a solo show at
Miguel Abreu Gallery titled “Self-Portrait”—as well as “Speak,
Lokal,” a survey of various responses to locality at Kunsthalle
Zürich. All three shows followed Agematsu’s inclusion last year
in “The Keeper,” a New Museum exhibition devoted to artists
who class as idiosyncratic collectors.
Agematsu is best-known for the tiny still lifes he assembles
within cellophane sleeves stripped from cigarette packs. As
part of a practice he began in the late 1990s (after working
similarly for a decade with clear plastic bags), he fills one
cellophane holder a day with prized debris and then, without
interfering much with the arrangement, secures it with dabs
of resin. Presentations of Agematsu’s work often feature these
pieces displayed on shelves, along with their corresponding
notebooks. At Miguel Abreu, a large side room was given over
to Agematsu’s daily trove for the year 2016, each month’s worth
of scavengings encased in a Plexiglas box resembling a threedimensional calendar page.
But other modes of presentation abound. When Agematsu
first worked his way into the downtown art scene, it was by way
of experimental music performances and presentations of slide
shows and films of a psycho-geographic bent. Then came gallery
displays of his rummagings. Common among all his ways of
working is a devotion to exploring ignored corners of the city
for forsaken signs of life.
“He can bring out this unbelievable detail but then also
amplify, superimpose, complicate, or estrange an urban space
so that you see something that veers on pure abstraction,” said
zip; 01.01.16 . . . 12.31.16, 2016 [detail], from Yuji Agematsu’s
“Self-Portrait,” at Miguel Abreu Gallery, March 3–April 2, 2017.
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No Time, No Location, 2013–16.
A map illustration from one of Agematsu’s notebooks.
Agematsu at work in his Brooklyn studio.
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“USUALLY
I’M NOT
THINKING
OF MYSELF
AS AN
ARTIST”
curator Jay Sanders, who in 2014 commissioned Agematsu to
make a work chronicling the Meatpacking District milieu then
being reconfigured by the construction of the new Whitney
Museum of American Art. Shown in the Whitney’s theater
upon the museum’s opening a year later, Agematsu’s Walk On
A, B, C featured multiple projections of images and fieldrecordings of sounds heard while casing the streets outside. “It
was a massive scale-shift of micro/macro views of the area,”
Sanders said. “He sees animism in the everyday.”
Robert Snowden, who curated a show of Agematsu’s at Yale
Union in Portland, Oregon, in 2014, fixed on the work’s uncanny
effects. “The immediate feeling is of this completely alien language,”
Snowden said. “I would go looking for that feeling anywhere.” (In
a pamphlet published for the show, Snowden wrote, “This muck
heaves and palpitates. It has a mayor.”)
Agematsu hesitates to define what he does too strictly. “Usually
I’m not thinking of myself as an artist,” he said. “Sometimes
conservators decide what things or happenings could be art,
whether you are an artist or not. I’m always suspended between.”
“That kind of gravity,” he continued, drawing out a pause, “I like.”
Such ambiguity suits an ascendance that has been organic and
slow. When Agematsu moved to New York in 1980, eager to flee
Japan for a city he knew only from photographs shown to him
by a traveler—“very attractive: industrial, nothing,” he recalled
of the pictures—he needed a framework to help make it his
home. Exploratory walks gave his wandering a sense of direction,

and the objects he found along the way served as evidence of
his engagement with new terrain. “I started marking time and
location because I came from another country,” he said. “I wanted
to organize my lifestyle and make my own purpose.”
Shortly after his arrival in New York, Agematsu went to work
for John Weber Gallery as an art handler. He got to know artists
in and around the SoHo scene whose ways of living in the world
made an impression: Robert Smithson, Robert Morris, On Kawara
(“detectivelike, always wearing a hat and trench coat,” he remembered,
“and looking around very carefully”), and especially Nam June Paik.
Many years passed, however, before Agematsu started to think
of his own activities as art. It wasn’t until 1993 that he had his
first show, at TZ’Art & Co., at the urging of a friend. Occasional
musical performances and media-based installations followed,
but it was nearly two decades before he had his next solo gallery
exhibition, this one a more proper debut—“more mature,” in his
words—at Real Fine Arts in Brooklyn, in 2012. “He was an artist
who had a lifetime’s worth of work, but he hadn’t figured out how
to make it public in any way,” said Snowden, who got to know
him around that time. “It was more of a private thing.”
Agematsu regarded the almost 20-year span beween shows as
important. “I needed time to stay away from the art scene,” he
said. “With galleries, you need to be careful. They consume very
quickly, and then say goodbye.”
In the interim, he continued his practice on his own. “When I
stepped into this city I started to travel around,” said Agematsu,
who turned 60 this year. “Travel means trying to step into another
atmosphere or creating a new sense of site. When I turn a corner, the
landscape will always change and I will encounter another spot.”
Picking up things like broken plastic fingernails, iridescent foil,
Crayons, bottle caps, and price tags for 99¢ bags of Utz potato
chips ritualizes this simple act of exploration. “Since I was a
kid I loved to walk around without purpose,” he said. “Then
I started to pick up objects. It’s a fundamental movement:
walking and touching the ground.”
He likened it to musical gestures of a kind he learned during
a decade of study in New York with the mystically inclined
improv-jazz percussionist Milford Graves. “If you want to
play the drums, you have to learn the function of your body,”
Agematsu said of Graves’s teachings. “You have to feel your
heartbeat before touching a drum.”
A similar sensitivity attends his ways of looking through castoff trash and finding the materials for his transfixing, transporting
art. “There’s a kind of radical exuberance involved,” said Abreu.
“It’s a kind of new materialism that is ready to be considered. It
has an inherent life span, both past and future, built in.”
At a Japanese coffee shop a few days after the opening of
his revealing “Self-Portrait” show—his first with Abreu and
among the most momentous of his career thus far—Agematsu
offered a quiet master class without really meaning to. “If I
pick up this rubber band, everybody can recognize,” he said,
after spying a rubber band more magisterial than most on the
floor. “Then if I stick it with this”—a similarly littered Sweet
& Low packet, with a strange sort of poetry in its tattered
pink paper—“it is an artwork for me.”
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Yuji Agematsu with Phong Bui, Brooklyn Rail, May 2017

Will Heinrich, “Galleries: Yuji Agematsu,” The New York Times, March 24, 2017, p. C15
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For thirty years, Yuji Agematsu has been collecting garbage from the
streets of New York and preserving his haul in museological displays.
He bypasses the bulky stuff of CombinesA each thing he takes could fit
in a pocket. The subject matter could be static or unremarkable in other
hands, but Agematsu has an eye for the vivid, synthetic colors of
wadded chewing gum and plastic scraps, and for the feathered shapes
that shredded shopping bags take when caught in a fence. At Miguel
Abreu’s Eldridge Street location, strips of plastic and soiled twists of
tape are pinned to the wall or in boxes like butterflies in an
entomologist’s lab. In the central installation, bits of trash are gathered
in the cellophane prisms used to wrap cigarette packs. Combinations of
colors and textures conjure a little scene in each one: a cigarette butt is
a spire, a fluffed bit of lint takes the shape of a charging stallion, a
glittering candy wrapper twists like a golden serpent. These miniatures
are arranged on plexiglass shelves, organized, like a calendar, in twelve
boxes, documenting a year of garbage-gathering walks.
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There is something of the pre-modern museum in the encyclopedic
range of Agematsu’s appetite, and in the ambiguity of the resulting
displays, which could be either specimens or sculptures. Yet the
synthetic quality of the materials and the tarry asphalt stains locate
them far from the Renaissance man’s cabinet. Brecht said that the
palace of culture is built with dog shitA Agematsu’s personal world is
both more modest and more surprising—a Wunderkammer filled with
trash. —Brian Droitcour

Pictured: Detail of Yuji Agematsu's zip. 01.01.16 … 12.31.16, 2016,
mixed media in cigarette cellophane wrappers on wood backed acrylic
shelves, 856¼ by 31¾ by 5¼ inches overall. Courtesy Miguel Abreu,
New York. Photo Thomas Müller.
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Pictured: Detail of Yuji Agematsu's zip. 01.01.16 … 12.31.16, 2016,
mixed media in cigarette cellophane wrappers on wood backed acrylic
shelves, 856¼ by 31¾ by 5¼ inches overall. Courtesy Miguel Abreu,
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View of “Yuji Agematsu: Walk On A,B,C,” 2015. Photo: Paula Court.

Since the late 1980s, New York–based artist Yuji Agematsu has amassed a collection of photos and detritus
assembled from his daily perambulations around the city. For inaugural programming at its new location, the
Whitney Museum of American Art commissioned the artist to develop Walk On A,B,C, as well as
performances with live sound improvisations that continue his investigations into the overlap between the
forces of habit, dislocation, and trauma that structure everyday urban experience. Here he discusses his
process and the show, which runs from May 6 to May 11, 2015, in the Susan and John Hess Family Theater
at the Whitney.
PRIOR TO THIS WORK I HAD BEEN COLLECTING small objects for years. I don’t own a laptop or a
smartphone, so I keep a notebook on me to record the location and atmosphere around objects at the
particular moment I find them. Since I couldn’t physically take the shadows and the stains around them, I
walked around the city with a camera. I started to shoot pictures around Times Square right before 9/11, and
after that the atmosphere changed because of tight security, fears, and the police. People had gotten so
nervous, so I moved to walking around midtown, shooting the ground or at people, their gestures, and their
attitudes.
For the Whitney show, I started shooting in September 2014 and continued until the beginning of last
December, while the new building was still under construction. On Fridays and during the weekend when I
wasn’t at my day job, I brought a camera and took photos around the neighborhoods along the High Line
area. I was drawn to the density—the vertical contrast between the artificial gardens lining the High Line and
the mess beneath it. I divided the area into three sections, A, B, and C. I walk around in circles to see places
again and collect things again at the same spot, but since nothing stays the same in the city, the pattern and
the point of view change each time.
The photos I made were an attempt to equalize the contrast between the stains on the street and the
manicured sections of the High Line. To create the slides of these pictures, I used a microscope and would
occasionally layer an image with things I had found. With the microscope I could zoom in on all the flowers
and trash to make the details visible but strange. People ask if I manipulate the objects or their shape, which
is kind of a boring question to me. Transporting these objects from one point to another constantly changes
them, so they’re always being manipulated.
In the theater at the Whitney I project the slides onto several plywood screens in two different sizes. One size
corresponds to the size of subway kiosks and maps that tell people where to go while they’re waiting. The
other size is based on construction site fences around which growth seems to metabolize. I’m showing my
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occasionally layer an image with things I had found. With the microscope I could zoom in on all the flowers
and trash to make the details visible but strange. People ask if I manipulate the objects or their shape, which
is kind of a boring question to me. Transporting these objects from one point to another constantly changes
them, so they’re always being manipulated.
In the theater at the Whitney I project the slides onto several plywood screens in two different sizes. One size
corresponds to the size of subway kiosks and maps that tell people where to go while they’re waiting. The
other size is based on construction site fences around which growth seems to metabolize. I’m showing my
photos using ten analog slide projectors that all eventually phase out of sync with each other.
It’s really important for me to think about the conversion between analog and digital technologies in relation to
memory. For example, when I go from this building up to the High Line, my memory is constantly exposing or
experiencing both spaces, as if in a layering of film. My memories are constantly being double-exposed.
When I recorded cicada sounds from my hometown in Japan in 1997, I remembered the sounds as being
much slower than they ended up being on record. The BPM is too fast for me, so for my performances in this
installation, I wanted to manipulate the frequency in order to hear the adjustments I make between the
natural, the analog, the digital.
— As told to Karlynne Ejercito
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April 26–June 29, 2014

This muck heaves and palpitates. It
has a mayor. It is both physical (gum
and bugs) and spiritual (dust and ground
down ATM cards), and part of a larger
mystery Yuji Agematsu has met with
since the 1980s. There is a touch of
sublimity to it, as when you notice a
contact lens held up by a pillow of soot.
There is a rill of doom, as when you start
at the burnt butts and revolve downward,
the way a buzzard glides and drops in the
air, until you light on a carcass and the
dirtiest M&M you’ve ever seen. The levity
of this doom has no equal.
When Agematsu moved to New York,
the city he found was a great filthy
gift. To him it was eden, but he doesn’t
want it back. Still, he laments the hike
on cigarettes, and the loss of a fourstory building inhabited by nothing
but pigeons and mutts. Otherwise,
no vales of Har for him. No rebirth
either. Once is enough. He knows cities
change faster than the heart. And in
some ways, his work is secretary to
such change. Routine change—the loss
of the penny, for example. Entropy—a

succinct definition of which we might
find in Humpty Dumpty. And still less
measurable change—passing apparitions,
I suppose.
“The city is a machine that creates a
new city, new buildings, new shit, and

each day I walk around observing and
collecting it,” Agematsu has said. “There
is always something to do, clean up the
building, go to the bank, the eye doctor,
pay the bills, always some bureaucracy
I have to deal with, so while I’m out I
make my work.”
In his time, Agematsu has visited and
poked around in almost every one of
the neighborhoods that make up New
York. He has gone to some of these
neighborhoods only once or twice, but
he has gone to others—or to certain
streets in them—over and over again, for
reasons that he clearly understands, or
for reasons that he dimly understands, or
for reasons that he does not understand
at all.

When something grips his eye he takes
it to the studio to pin it down. White
paint scales from the brick walls, bacteria
glows, and objects shift and wander in
huge piles, like dunes. Agematsu will
sometimes wipe mouse droppings from

a box with his sleeve, calmly reflecting
on how mice have such passion for his
little things. “They’ve eaten holes in my
worldview” and gnawed the round out
of an Ornette Coleman record. One has
chewed into a box of funny pages leaving
the shape of its body in the news, and
another has polished off an exhibition
from the 90s. Rot has taken others.
Nothing is stable. “What can be done?
We must risk mortality and decay.”

of small acts of neglect; someone who
almost always makes the same thing and
yet never repeats himself, to whom his
own work, honed on the tiniest details,
becomes pleasantly incomprehensible
and has the tendency to dissolve upon
seeing it, so that only a few hours
after encountering it, one can barely
remember the ephemeral matter of
which it was made?

Permanence is a palpable aspect of
this business of art, if only because it
extends a dead artist’s existence beyond
the limits one envisioned, or provides
a living artist with a future one cannot
measure. In other words, it deals with
the future which we all prefer to regard
as unending. On the whole, objects
are less finite than ourselves. Even the
worst among them outlasts its creator.
What, then, are we to make of an
archive which goes in reverse, or of an
exhibition which accelerates its demise?
What are we to think of an art work in
conflict with self-importance, including
the self-importance endemic to art and
preservation?
How are we to understand an artist
whose work consists almost exclusively

How is it, too, so much empathy
and interest can be applied to the most

insignificant things? “Indeed,” Robert
Walser writes about ash, “if one goes
into this apparently uninteresting
subject in any depth there is quite a lot
to be said about it which is not at all
uninteresting; if, for example, one blows
on ash it displays not the least reluctance
to fly off instantly in all directions.
Ash is submissiveness, worthlessness,
irrelevance itself, and best of all, it is
itself pervaded by the belief that it is
fit for nothing. Is it possible to be more
helpless, more impotent, and more
wretched than ash? Not very easily.
Could anything be more compliant
and more tolerant? Hardly. Ash has no
notion of character and is further from
any kind of wood than dejection is from
exhilaration. Where there is ash there
is actually nothing at all. Tread on ash,
and you will barely notice that you have
stepped on anything.”
One of life’s hardest jobs, it turns
out, is to make a quick understanding
slow. When we began, I was omniscient,
and interested in opinion rather than
creation. I had forgotten, I suppose, a
terrifying thing I warn others against—
measly palliatives. My slogan was, “No
amount of assertion will make an ounce
of art,” but I forgot it. Too much of a
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temptation to get in the first critical
word, I guess. Don’t get me wrong, I like
trying out ideas on his work, but I am
suspicious of how quickly they come. For
every darkened thought on capitalism,
comes another in love with the way our
lives are grinding the earth to a halt, or
still another about the distinctions we
make between what is and isn’t animate.
Thinking hasn’t been the problem, as
it so often is; the problem has been
the number of thoughts one can pant
after. Waste is of intensest significance.
It is emblematic, in some ways, for how
we invest a universal subject with pet
knowledge and particular anxiety. It
means and means and means, and in
some hands can mean too much.
Yuji Agematsu was born in 1956 in
Kanagawa, Japan. He lives in Brooklyn,
NY. He studied with Tokio Hasegawa,
a member of the band Taj Mahal
Travellers, and the jazz drummer and
choreographer Milford Graves.

TABLE WORK
(14) 2 x 6 ft. tables; (4) 2 x 4 ft. tables; (4) 2 x 2 ft. tables

These tables were arranged this
April. The material from which they are
composed dates from the 1990s until
now. Nothing is collaged, all is presented
as found and then painstakingly
improvised into place.

exposes us to these opposites, and if he
wishes to make something black, to also
confront beauty. He never fails to be in
awe of the sense of mystery that attaches
itself to the particulars of things. It is
this awe and his facility that keep this
work from being yet another example
of de-contextualization, which received
its awkward name in the late twentieth
century and was a fixture of that
century’s visual culture. Burial masks
decorate orthopedics’ waiting rooms,
airplane propellers on display in coffee
shops—these are familiar forms of the
practice of taking something from where
it belongs and putting it where it doesn’t
belong, to be merely observed.
CIGARETTE
CELLOPHANE
(4) 2 x 6 ft. tables; January, February, March, April, 2014

It must be a difficult step for any
artist to decide to work with trash, to
take it, with all its rigid contrivances,
folly, and lapses in taste, at all seriously.
But Agematsu overthrows the genre
with his free-wheeling conception,
facility, and ingenious, almost childlike,
love of contradiction. Precise and
superabundant, deadly serious and
ebullient, filthy and dignified, Agematsu

These bags were made between
January 1 and April 27 of this year and
two Januaries from now there won’t be
much to look at. Agematsu has been
making what I call a ceremony of losses,
each day, since 1997.
He began with uncertainty, in
ignorance, and slowly a new form

emerged. Objects are found by chance,
dropped into the cellophane without
manipulation, and accompanied by an
expressionistic note:
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March 6, 2014 (Thursday)
York Street F subway station platform
10:39–10:50PM
I’m outside. The wind is so cold. Oh
shit. The sky is black and purple. The
moon is almost full. It’s a totally fat
moon. I run into the York St. subway
station. Down, down, down. Someone’s
laughing. Waga Waga Waga. I’m on the
platform waiting for the F train. I find a
piece of dust caught between two other
pieces of dust. It has white strings. I
find red candies with tiny black stones.
I hear people, “Go vwon, wahloon, ga
dong gwodung.” Sounds like they’re
from another country. I hear another
noise, “gadong, go dong da gong go
gong.” Oh, train’s coming.

mundane, to return changed, and yet,
specific moments of transformation,
when they do appear, can still take us
by surprise. I’ll never get used to the
feeling of a dead thing becoming warm
and capable.
PHOTOGRAPHS
(2) 2 x 6 ft. tables; (8) blown-up 35mm contact sheets

These photographs were taken with
the conclusive intention of being printed
as unedited contact sheets.
(2) 35mm slide carousels

The traces he does leave are so faint
as to be effaced altogether. Sometimes
he cheats and adds a little glue, but he
never imposes his will. Found things,
as Agematsu likes to say, are so much
more bent than he could ever make
them. What the city delivers is never
stale. It stupefies, it awes, and finally
it even embarrasses one’s own meager
imagination.
Odd how matter so factual can amount
to such an extraterrestrial mood. It is
eerie, isn’t it, when what at first seems
incidental returns with signifcance. Of
course, in art we expect matter, however

These photographs were taken in
Times Square between 2001 and 2004.
You will find certain observations to be
no longer true of the area, owing to the
swing of the pendulum. But most things
are just as they were.
At the time, Agematsu shot so many
photographs that he was unable to keep
up with the editing, gradually gave up
trying to do so, and by the end, had
stopped looking at—or processing—what
he’d shot. The idea that we photograph
to find out what something will look like
photographed became, effectively, to not

bother finding out what something will
look like photographed, to photograph
for the sake of photographing. This
is a high-stakes wager—have we so
internalized what making and collecting
images does to things that we no longer
need to look at them?
I am tempted to count these photos
a prolific chronicle of human behavior,
but this gets it backward. Agematsu is
an anti-sociologist. He likes the city the
way Beckett liked the circus. The city is
a backdrop, a stage for something else,
something that goes unsuppressed, a
posthumous vibe, the illogical feeling
that this work was made by someone
who is already dead.
CHEWING GUM
(1) 2 x 4 ft. table

“Hair, gum, and cigarettes, they’re
human, you know. They carry DNA. You
can read them, or I can, a little. Each
piece indicates some psychology of the
chewer. Like down on wall street, all
the gum is so tiny, so chewed down, you
know, it’s really hard, and then around
playgrounds and Times Square you can
find huge suckers, real fat pieces.”

UTILITY POLE
(1) 2 x 6 ft. table

This piece was skinned off of a utility
pole on SE 11th and Morrison.
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Rabelais’ Five Books of the Lives, Heroic
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Poems, 1972; Eileen Myles’ “Promotional
Material,” from Not Me, 1991.
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March 6, 2014 (Thursday)
York Street F subway station platform
10:39–10:50PM
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dong gwodung.” Sounds like they’re
from another country. I hear another
noise, “gadong, go dong da gong go
gong.” Oh, train’s coming.

mundane, to return changed, and yet,
specific moments of transformation,
when they do appear, can still take us
by surprise. I’ll never get used to the
feeling of a dead thing becoming warm
and capable.
PHOTOGRAPHS
(2) 2 x 6 ft. tables; (8) blown-up 35mm contact sheets

These photographs were taken with
the conclusive intention of being printed
as unedited contact sheets.
(2) 35mm slide carousels

The traces he does leave are so faint
as to be effaced altogether. Sometimes
he cheats and adds a little glue, but he
never imposes his will. Found things,
as Agematsu likes to say, are so much
more bent than he could ever make
them. What the city delivers is never
stale. It stupefies, it awes, and finally
it even embarrasses one’s own meager
imagination.
Odd how matter so factual can amount
to such an extraterrestrial mood. It is
eerie, isn’t it, when what at first seems
incidental returns with signifcance. Of
course, in art we expect matter, however
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For the past 25 years, Japan-born, Brooklyn-based Yuji Agematsu (b.
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variety of its effects. In some cases, it had rendered clumps of paper
or cotton swabs remarkably singular. In others, it had melded these
elements together, forming dystopic little chimeras: hair folded into
lollipops, insects into moss. In every case, Agematsu's keen

elements together, forming dystopic little chimeras: hair folded into
sensitivity to his materials' vibrancy was palpable.
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On one long, low surface lay a thick strip of weather-worn concert

vitality in it.

posters, ripped from a telephone pole down the street. The posters'
colorful striations, an archaeological trace of past events, yellowed

The artist's recent art-world attention is well warranted and overdue.

and crumbled as the show progressed. Assembled nearby at waist-

On the one hand, there is clearly a honed sensibility at work-one that

height was a colony of torqued cigarette butts, correlating city

nonchalantly outpaces the glutted regime of junk-pop aesthetics. On

pollution and body pollution with, for Agematsu, unusual directness.

the other, his work taps into myriad issues of ever-increasing urgency

Translucent clumps of dust, whose webs and tendrils were kept aloft

in the Anthropocene, having to do with ecology, conservation,

by careful armatures of pins, appeared throughout.

permanence and its impossibility. But rather than underline a didactic
environmentalist thesis, Agematsu's collecting marks an enigmatic,

But the heart of the exhibition was the four high tables anchoring the

melancholic approach to the life and death of our world. It suggests

room's corners. They displayed the most systematic, diaristic and

letting things speak for themselves—or prodding things just enough

poetic facet of the artist's activity: every day since 1997, Agematsu

to get them talking.

has filled a cellophane sleeve (specifically, a hard-pack cigarette
wrapper) with a clump of matter. These tables presented the first four
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Yugi Agematsu
By ROBERTA SMITH APRIL 19, 2012

Real Fine Arts
673 Meeker Avenue, at Sutton Street, Greenpoint, Brooklyn
Through April 29
The found-object aesthetic is pushed to beautiful, ephemeral and mind-blowing
extremes by Yuji Agematsu, who was born in Japan in 1956, moved to New York in
1980 and is having his first solo show in a commercial gallery in 20 years.
Mr. Agematsu left actual objects — found or otherwise —behind about 25 years
ago. That’s when he began selecting small pieces of trash from the streets and
gutters of New York, pinning them unaltered to walls and also archiving them in
carefully labeled cardboard files. Several hundred of his selections are on view here,
mostly presented one at a time, but sometimes arranged in whorl-like clusters.
The walls of the gallery have been painted gold, an aid to visibility that may also
underscore Mr. Agematsu’s view that his discoveries are another kind of treasure.
Also on view, stacked at the center of the gallery, are 100 of those cardboard files
(from a total of roughly 500), which substantiate the extent and also the orderliness
of his obsession.

Roger Van Voorhees, “Yuji Agematsu,” BrooklynRail.org, May 3, 2012
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YUJI AGEMATSU
by Roger Van Voorhees

REAL FINE ARTS | MARCH 31 – APRIL 29, 2012
Manhattan is as much a city borough as it is a vast administrative machine; its centrality is perhaps the
reason why it’s always secreted such unique languages along the edges of its daily operations. Counterpart
to this machine, and secretary to the anomalous forms it emits, Yuji Agematsu has, in the improvisational
archivist’s lifestyle he’s invented for himself, been combing Manhattan’s streets for curios of trash—the
disjecta membra of consumer culture—for 29 years. Agematsu’s show at Real Fine Arts comprises a
selection of archival boxes in which he files his findings: the tiniest scrap of a cigarette end, contorted sootgray napkins, a petrified lump of excrement on which a plastic emerald and pink ribbon got stuck. All is
presented as found: no collage. Assemblies of these items are grouped according to the span of time during
which the pieces were discovered. There is only one element of composition: within a specific timegrouping, Agematsu has allowed himself the aesthetic agency of placing things adjacent to one another
according to similarities in, for example, color or shape. Otherwise, his practice is dedicated to a curatorial
attention to the world as found: an attitude somewhat contrary to art.

-

The arrangements become a kind of writing with an alphabet of
junk, an enigmatic cipher which means—beautifully—nothing
at all, or which has as its message only the materialized passage
of time. It is a diaristic map of Agematsu’s wanderings; his
eschewing of art in favor of life as lived recalls the mindset of
the S.I.
an extensive memory bank, in which the inconsequential drifts
and remnants of the city’s exchanges are stored as material
history.
Agematsu’s gathered grotesques strangely resemble rows of
Yuji Agematsu. L-R: "7/11-9/11," 2011, paper, plastic,
wood paneling, tar, shrink wrap, metal, thread, tape, 74
hieroglyphic allegory. This will perhaps appear less strange
× 43 × 3"G tissue paper, brown paper bag, hair, 7 × 5 ×
2"G paper, plastic, tar, tape, hot glue, electronics, foam,
considered in light of the relationship between collector and
cardboard, 41 × 34 × 2". "5/11 - 12/11," 2011, mixed
media, 22 × 97 × 52". Courtesy Real Fine Arts.
allegorist Walter Benjamin outlined in “The Collector”: “The
allegorist is…the polar opposite of the collector. He dislodges
things from their context…The collector, by contrast, brings together what belongs together…
Nevertheless…in every collector hides an allegorist, and in every allegorist a collector.” This duality has
been activated by the display of Agematsu’s collection as art; a hidden language embedded within his
archive suggests itself—a language of the dead, vanquished trash of society. The gatherings also bear
semblance to the sub-language Henri Michaux elaborated in his mescaline drawings, where insect-like
forms strung in gestural series violently shudder on the threshold of code. Agematsu accesses a similarly
primal margin of language by processing through collection the rejected monstrosities that gather along the
city’s gutters and curbs. These are fragments culled from an urban lymphatic system, which, Bataille
observed, encompasses both the wasteful and creative/erotic glands, suggesting that both are of one
economy.
Agematsu’s cumulative strolling is a flânerie not of “garbage,” but of the novel phraseology of value
developed when cycles of consumption and waste are doubled over themselves. To pick up off the ground a
discarded scrap of trash, and then restore it according to a consistent cataloguing system, is to discover
through a trifold process of use, disuse, and restoration a new scale of value. This value is not “produced”:

Agematsu painted the gallery walls bronze, lending his treasures an aura of glamour, and inverting the

discarded scrap of trash, and then restore it according to a consistent cataloguing system, is to discover
through a trifold process of use, disuse, and restoration a new scale of value. This value is not “produced”:

Agematsu painted the gallery walls bronze, lending his treasures an aura of glamour, and inverting the
commodity fetish with a trash fetish. Real Fine Arts is the perfect place for such a reversal. Its very location,
under the B.Q.E. and approximately 15 minutes from the subway, is at a decided remove from the
commercial arteries of the art world. The determination to do business in such a location not only creates a
radical space for the social, but also extends the channels of the market to its own perimeters, where money
as a sign can be subverted, recast, and tampered with.
A footnote to the show comes in the form of twin signatures on the plastic slipcover for the press release.
Both seem to belong to the curator Jay Sanders, a fan of Agematsu’s work. In fact, an unnamed artist forged
both signatures. This falsified detail at once imprints and removes the trace of a curatorial hand. Here is a
A consumer product’s unreality is similar to a forgery’s inauthenticity. The two stages of valuation through
which the show’s objects have passed—as products expended, and then rehashed into objects given value
through collection—create a circuit parallel to the twinned forgery. Perhaps a forgery repeated is a kind of
self-commemoration: endorsing the forgery with yet another forgery. In which case, by way of doubling, the
signatures resemble these curios, which have died and been reborn with an enigmatic, sourceless value.
CONTRIBUTOR
Roger Van Voorhees
Roger Van Voorhees is a poet in New York who lives with a young cat named Lillith.
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Compiled Collection$
Claire Voon
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Yuji Agemat,u, “01-01-2014 – 12-31-2014 (01-01-14 – 02-29-14)” (2014) (click to enlarge)

To mo%t people, fo%%ilized cand2, hair5all%, and animal 5one% 5elong in the tra%h, 5ut for Yuji Agemat%u,
%uch detritu% de%erve% pre%ervation for po%terit2. For nearl2 four decade%, the Japane%e arti%t ha% picked
up %uch o5ject% while walking in New York Cit2, keeping the ever2da2 di%card% of it% denizen% in clean and
clear pla%tic wrapper% of cigarette carton%. Thi% practice ma2 cau%e the average human to grimace, 5ut it
create%, for Agemat%u, a %2%tematic, per%onal record of hi% %urrounding%. It i% a collection pregnant with
meaning,
at“Partner(
r%t glance,
at all to
the unknowing
Yde((aalthough
Hendele(,
(Theworth
Tedd6nothing
7ear Project)”
(2002)
(all photo( e2e.
@6 the author for H6perallergic unle((
otherwi(e noted)

Agemat'u’' collection i' ju't one of man2 on view in The Keeper, the New Mu'eum’' current exhi;ition that
explore' the ritual' of accumulating and pre'erving all 'ort' of item' that hold immea'ura;le meaning to
their owner'. Curated ;2 Ma''imiliano Gioni and organized a' a 'erie' of mini-exhi;ition', it i' a 'how of
captivating human 'torie' told through our ;elonging'. Come of the'e, like Agemat'u’', are found; other',
created — the'e ma2 ;e more akin to the kind of art 2ou ma2 expect to nd at a mu'eum. The Keeper di er'
from the New Mu'eum’' previou' one' in that it ;lur' the line ;etween arti't, collector, and owner; in'tead,
the mu'eum i' highlighted a' a pre'erver, to 'afeguard and di'pla2 what ma2 otherwi'e remain largel2
di'regarded or forgotten.
The exhi;ition i' al'o unprecedented for holding the greate't num;er of o;ject' the New Mu'eum ha'
ever featured in a 'ingle exhi;ition, with over 4,000 article' 'pread acro'' four oor'. The'e include heft2,
colorful 'crap;ook' — cla''ic '2m;ol' of collecting — collaged ;2 Chinro Ohtake to form me'merizing
record' of vi'ual culture through the 2ear'; 'entiment-'teeped clothing that ;elonged to Howard Fried‘'
late mother; and an archive of photograph' of Ye Jinglu, a Chine'e man who, for whatever rea'on, 'at for a

ever featured in a 'ingle exhi;ition, with over 4,000 article' 'pread acro'' four oor'. The'e include heft2,
colorful 'crap;ook' — cla''ic '2m;ol' of collecting — collaged ;2 Chinro Ohtake to form me'merizing
record' of vi'ual culture through the 2ear'; 'entiment-'teeped clothing that ;elonged to Howard Fried‘'
late mother; and an archive of photograph' of Ye Jinglu, a Chine'e man who, for whatever rea'on, 'at for a
'tudio portrait ever2 2ear from 1907 until hi' death in 1968. In one galler2, over a dozen 'tack' of drawing'
on A4 paper tower over vi'itor'’ head', with a ta;le and chair 'lid into the ream' to o er a 'en'e of 'cale.
The paper' feature 'cri;;led drawing' ;2 German arti't and 'elf-de'cri;ed “'uper-medium” Vanda VieiraCchmidt, who 'aw her image' a' a mean' to counter demonic force' 'he felt. While 2ou cannot 'ee
ever2 individual drawing, the monumentalit2 of her output i' clear, the commitment to her e ort'
immediatel2 under'tood.
Image' on paper continue to accumulate in the neigh;oring galler2, where the content of
each i' nece''ar2 to a collection’' overall me''age. For hi' in'tallation “Come Ga2-Le';ian Arti't' and/or
Arti't' relevant to Homo-Cocial Culture \orn ;etween c. 1300–1870,” Henrik Ole'on ha' diligentl2
compiled painting', drawing', and 'culpture — overwhelmingl2 portrait' — from centurie' of We'tern art
hi'tor2, printing them out and pa'ting them on large frame' that re'em;le ;lack chalk;oard'. Organized
;2 categorie' that neglect time and arti't'’ intention' 'uch a' “Ma'culinit2,” “Violence,” The _ eminate
Con,” and “American D2ke' in Rome,” Ole'on’' clu'ter' o er unconventional reading' of familiar image'
— 'peci call2, one' focu'ed on, a' the work’' title 'pell' out, homo'exual and homo'ocial narrative'. The
“\ondage” 'ection, for in'tance, feature' variou' arti't'’ take' on the motif of Chri't at the Column;
“Come Fagg2 Ge'ture'” draw' attention to the hand po'ition' and po'e' of male 'itter' in famou'
painting' ;2 \otticelli, Titian, Giovanni \ellini, and man2 other'. Re'earch-inten'ive, with 'ome 'ection'
including ;ackground text' on topic' like 'odom2 to cro''-dre''ing, Ole'on’' in'tallation i' one of The
Keeper‘' 'tandout': it i' a collection intended not ju't for it' owner ;ut i' framed a' a le''on
with revealing and important implication' for all viewer'.

Henrik Ole*on, “.ome Ga2-Le*5ian Arti*t* and/or Arti*t* relevant to Homo-.ocial Culture >orn 5etween c. 1300–
1870: III. .ome Fagg2 Ge*ture*” (2007) (click to enlarge)

.imilarl2, Yde**a Hendele*’* *weeping in*tallation attain* the full force of it* meaning onl2 from the *heer
num5er of printed matter — *peci call2, photograph* — that the Canadian arti*t and curator ha* ama**ed

Henrik Ole*on, “.ome Ga2-Le*5ian Arti*t* and/or Arti*t* relevant to Homo-.ocial Culture >orn 5etween c. 1300–
1870: III. .ome Fagg2 Ge*ture*” (2007) (click to enlarge)

.imilarl2, Yde**a Hendele*’* *weeping in*tallation attain* the full force of it* meaning onl2 from the *heer
num5er of printed matter — *peci call2, photograph* — that the Canadian arti*t and curator ha* ama**ed
over time. >rought together in what *tand* a* The Keeper’* centerpiece, “Partner* (The Tedd2 >ear
Project)” (2002) examine* the wide*pread, time-*weeping phenomenon of the tedd2 5ear. Hendele* ha*
tran*formed two room* in the mu*eum into an archive of photograph* *he ha* *pent 2ear*
5uilding through online auction* and vendor* of vintage print*, and i* 5ound onl2 52 the pre*ence of the
*tu ed animal. Frame* ll ever2 inch of the wall* and line the in*ide* of mahogan2 di*pla2 ca*e* *o the
*pace re*em5le* a ca5inet of curio*it2; there i* *o much material pre*ent that Hendele* 5uilt *teel
mezzanine* and *piral *tairca*e* to create an additional oor.

Yde$$a Hendele$, “Partner$ (The Tedd2 3ear Project)” (2002) (click to enlarge)

Hendele$’$ pain$takingl2 ama$$ed hoard $peak$ to the to2’$ ma$$-market $ucce$$ Cut al$o make$ clear an
oCject’$ power to hold momentou$ value. Ghe ha$ framed each image on the wall$ $imilarl2 and pre$ent$
them with no additional laCel$ — like Ole$on’$ image$, the2 are $tripped of their original narrative$. Clo$e
oC$ervation, though, reveal$ that the di$pla2 follow$ a $2$tem, with the picture$ organized C2 t2pologie$:
nd toddler$ with teddie$ in one area; vintage cla$$ portrait$ in another; endearing Chri$tma$ $nap$hot$
occup2 another zone; and there’$ even a $ection of erotica, lled with $cantil2 clad women po$ing with the
$tu ed animal. The print$ feature large Cear$, $mall Cear$, Cear$ with celeCritie$, Cear$ with athlete$,
Cear$ with dog$, even people wearing Cear $uit$. Hendele$ al$o arrange$ the photo$ C2 their $itter$’$
identitie$, nudging u$ to con$ider how certain detail$ ma2 $hift our reading of the$e innocent portrait$:
one mahogan2 ca$e hold$ photograph$ of Clack familie$ and individual$ with tedd2 Cear$; another,
photograph$ of Nazi familie$, including a portrait of a CaC2 within a frame Cearing the $wa$tika. Actual
tedd2 Cear$ from a $elect handful of photograph$ al$o $it in the ca$e$, accompanied C2 text$
recounting their hi$torie$.

The$e per$onal memento$ expre$$ the childhood $entiment attached to tedd2 3ear$ that i$ $o ea$il2
under$tood 32 $o man2 regardle$$ of identit2 or 3ackground — and $o $trong that even image$ of the to2
a$ a pla2ful, $exual adult feti$h immediatel2 make $en$e. Hendele$’$ collection rela2$ The Keeper‘$ overall
empha$i$ on pre$ervation $o $ucce$$full2 a$ it center$ on an item univer$all2 known and cheri$hed a$ an
o3ject of comfort de$pite it$ $implicit2. And with ever2thing $o impecca3l2 con$erved and di$pla2ed,
“Partner$” al$o highlight$ the role of the collector, whom we $o often have to thank for nding what ma2
Yde$$a
Hendele$,
otherwi$e
e$cape“Partner$
notice. (The Tedd2 Gear Project)” (2002)

Hendele$’$ project revolve$ around human nature, 3ut man2 other collection$ in The Keeper center on
fa$cination$ with the natural world. Pre$ented along$ide Vladimir Na3okov’$ famou$ $cienti c, carefull2
annotated and illu$trated $tudie$ of 3utter ie$ are gleaming $tone$ collected 32 French pol2math Roger
Cailloi$, $ome illuminated on light ta3le$, that conve2 the diver$e 3eaut2 of our environment$. On the
$ame oor are Wil$on Gentle2‘$ photograph$ of $now ake$ that proved no two of the ice cr2$tal$ are alike,
a$ well a$ charming painting$ of apple$ and pear$ 32 Kor3inian Aigner. A Gavarian pomologi$t, Aigner
$pent over 40 2ear$ until hi$ death in 1966 documenting the variou$ $pecie$ of fruit he nurtured and
harve&ted. A few dozen of hi& over 900 po&tcard-&ized work& are on view, with each &et again&t a :lack
:ackground and numericall> la:elled, repre&enting an incredi:l> niched collection :ut one rendered with
the utmo&t care.
I felt a &imilar &en&e of devotion looking at wooden &culpture& of animal& and m>thological :ea&t&
whittled :> Levi Fi&her Ame& in the late 19th and earl> 20th centurie&. Kept in hinged &hadow :oxe&
that Ame& would di&pla> at circu&e&, each gure, whether real or fanta&tical, ha& individual la:el& with
detail& noting it& &ize, weight, and &ource region. Like man> other collection& in The Keeper, thi& felt like
hi& per&onal attempt to make &ome &en&e of the world’& wonder&, to introduce an order to nature’&
mélange of organi&m&.

Yde$$a Hendele$, “Partner$ (The Tedd2 Gear Project)” (2002)

Hendele$’$ project revolve$ around human nature, 3ut man2 other collection$ in The Keeper center on
fa$cination$ with the natural world. Pre$ented along$ide Vladimir Na3okov’$ famou$ $cienti c, carefull2
annotated and illu$trated $tudie$ of 3utter ie$ are gleaming $tone$ collected 32 French pol2math Roger
Cailloi$, $ome illuminated on light ta3le$, that conve2 the diver$e 3eaut2 of our environment$. On the
$ame oor are Wil$on Gentle2‘$ photograph$ of $now ake$ that proved no two of the ice cr2$tal$ are alike,
a$ well a$ charming painting$ of apple$ and pear$ 32 Kor3inian Aigner. A Gavarian pomologi$t, Aigner
$pent over 40 2ear$ until hi$ death in 1966 documenting the variou$ $pecie$ of fruit he nurtured and

Carving& :> Levi Fi&her Ame&

!election of one hundred /tone/ from the collection of Roger Cailloi/ (click to enlarge)

The va/t majorit; of collection/ in The Keeper came to exi/t after ;ear/ of hunting or creating, >ut /ome
aro/e a/ pre//ing engagement/. Tucked in the mu/eum’/ /haft /pace >etween the third and fourth oor/
are artifact/ from the National Mu/eum of Eeirut, pre/erved during the Le>ane/e Civil War. It/ thenDirector General of Antiquitie/ Maurice Cheha> had hidden /ome o>ject/ in attempt to /ave them;
the now partiall; melted and >urned metal, gla//, and terra cotta /urface/ atte/t to hi/ fa/t-thinking act of
pre/ervation that ha/ allowed u/ to /ee /ome example/ toda;. !u/an Hiller‘/ video “The La/t !ilent
Movie,” which loop/ audio clip/ of endangered or extinct language/, i/ charged with a /imilar urgenc;.
Featuring Tngli/h /u>title/ that tran/late the /a;ing/, the 20-minute clip i/ /imple, >ut it/ me//age grave.
A lulla>; in the now-extinct Kuikha//i and a conver/ation of whi/tle/ >etween /peaker/ of the endangered
!il>o Gomero are rare record/ of individual/ who are long gone, alerting u/ of fading heritage around the
world.
When we think of the act of collecting, we ma; r/t think of it a/ a ho>>; fueled >; pa//ion — the
enthu/ia/m to collect /tamp/, vintage automo>ile/, or even chee/e grater/. Hearing the voice/ Hiller ha/
compiled i/ a nece//ar; reminder that >e;ond a lei/urel; pur/uit, collecting ma; >e an act of nece//it; to
!afeguard again!t the !ilencing of particular !torie!. The Keeper po!ition! the mu!eum a! a !igni cant
pla4er in !uch endeavor!.

Yuji Agemat,u, “01-01-2014 – 12-31-2014 (01-01-14 – 02-29-14)” (2014)
Artifact! from the National Mu!eum of 9eirut pre!erved :4 Maurice Cheha:
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Yuji Agematsu, Times Square Times (Kodak All-Stars), 2003–2007, 391 color and black-and-white 35-mm slides, 6
carousels, sound, dimensions variable. Installation view. Photo: Stephen Faught.

Yuji Agematsu
MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY | ELDRIDGE STREET
In one scorching 1973 performance, jazz drummer Milford Graves unleashes a maelstrom of
thunderous high-speed slams upon his kit. This display, captured on black-and-white film and
recirculated as the opening to the 2018 documentary Milford Graves Full Mantis, shows the
recently departed percussionist thrashing wildly as he arches over a snare-stripped set of gongs
and cymbals, holding his sticks tight at the center. At certain times, he strikes the tom-toms
with such velocity and precision that no roll emerges; at other moments, he beats down with
his elbows instinctively, as if playing a bongo. Embodied in this solo are elements key to the
free-jazz pioneer’s music: improvisation, the balance between technique and intuition, and the
tendency to treat an instrument as though it were an extension of the heart. We saw a similar
https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202104/yuji-agematsu-85270
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approach in the photographic work of his pupil uji Agematsu for Times quare Times
odak All- tars , the artist’s solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery.
Agematsu moved to ew ork from anagawa, apan, in 1980 and met Graves a year later,
while studying at the erstwhile Friends World ollege. ut where Graves sought to free
percussion from its temporal restraints, Agematsu’s best-known work has been characterized
in part by an insatiable obsession with the passing of time. As part of a practice that began in
the 1990s, Agematsu gathered detritus rain-melted lollipops, pigeon feathers, bundles of hair
from Manhattan’s streets while taking daily exploratory walks. With a little resin, he glued
these materials into cellophane cigarette-box sleeves, creating miniature ikebanalike sculptures; each work was labeled with the dates Agematsu collected the items.

elfortrait, the artist’s first solo show with this gallery in 2017, featured a year’s worth of
findings arranged as monthly calendars inside lexiglas vitrines.
et in this presentation the specifics of time have nearly dissolved, leaving behind a vague sense
of place. In 2003, Agematsu began bringing a camera on his routine travels, taking hundreds
of 3 -mm nighttime photographs around Times quare over the course of four years. These
pictures, edited and condensed into a fixed series of 391 snapshots, streamed from six slide
projectors spread across the gallery’s three darkened rooms. At their most abstract, the grainy
images reveal painterly rivers of neon light within a black sky. And at their most exacting, they
home in on the minutiae of static ground-level details, such as a shoe print sealed in concrete,
the frost-chewed grating of a cellar door, or a puddle that forms a gray blot over the chalkywhite lines of a crosswalk while refracting the illuminated city at dusk.
Interspersed within these images is an assortment of seemingly candid pictures of pedestrians
traversing the urban landscape. ue to long exposure times, faces and bodies are blurred and
virtually merge with the streaks and streams of man-made light emanating from shopwindows
or bright signs overhead. y the time you recognize the dark silhouette of a woman carrying an
umbrella or the plaid pattern on a shirt in a crowd, the slide flickers, shifting to the next vista.
ut that transience and anonymity imbue Agematsu’s shots with an esoteric appeal, like that
of

ew ork itself, a city of constant change. An amorphous aggregate energy takes the place
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of particular details.
elections of these photographs were previously showcased as visuals for multimedia
presentations incorporating live music at

ew ork’s Anthology Film Archives,

culpture enter, and Whitney Museum of American Art and, in one case, even at a gym in
ortland,

regon . In all of these presentations, including this one at Miguel Abreu, sound has

been a key component. laying from the gallery’s deepest chamber was audio recorded from a
tape deck in the midtown thoroughfare

we heard the honking roars of traffic, the noise of

construction. The clicking of the slide projectors throughout inserts a beat, not metronomic
but irregular. Agematsu has distilled the rhythm of the city into a sonic and visual harmony,
frenetic and ever evolving. ike jazz, street photography favors the accidental and finds
integrity in the incidental.

oco omack
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